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Happy New Year 2022!

Two years after the Covid-19 pandemic 
was first reported, despite the occasional 
challenges of new variants, many 
observers seem to think that the worst of 
the pandemic is behind us. I hope they are 
right.

The world after the pandemic is not the 
same as before. The prolonged crisis has 
forced us to rethink and rebuild.

The rebuilding process will need a new 
understanding of what went wrong and 
new ideas about how to fix things. Here 
is why think tanks like Research for Social 
Advancement (REFSA) are so relevant.

I would like to convey my deepest 
appreciation to REFSA colleagues who have 
stayed with us throughout this hard time 
and continue to contribute to the national 
conversation of what the best way forward 
is for Malaysia.

From the bottom of my heart, I would also 
like to thank all our donors who helped us 
survive the many difficult months in 2021. 
It is not easy to sustain a team of policy 
researchers when even most politicians 
ignore focus on policies and their 
consequences on the men and women in 
the streets.   

The world faces at least five massive 
challenges: health crisis, inequality, 
democracy in decline, geopolitical rivalries, 
and climate change.

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

Health Crisis

The Covid-19 pandemic has laid bare the 
weaknesses of health systems throughout 
the world, even hospitals and facilities in 
developed nations failed miserably. Yet, at 
the same time, the speedy development of 
vaccines showed the great potential and 
promises of medical science.

If there is one single most important lesson 
from the pandemic, it is that the world 
lives in a connected manner and only if the 
most vulnerable is taken care of, that we 
will have a safe world.

Failure to ensure vaccine equity for 
the poorer nations and vulnerable 
communities in our midst – such as 
refugees and prisoners – means that we 
will continue to face new variants or new 
infections.

Inequality

Inequality is a serious threat to the 
coherence of societies and to democracies. 
The inequality we see today is very much 
the outcome of the neoliberal economic 
ideas over a period of the last half-a-
century.

The idea that corporations should solely 
focus on maximising profits is now coming 
to an end. I am glad that friends from the 
corporate world are now talking about 
ESG (environment, sustainability, and 
governance) or stakeholder capitalism.

We need to recognise that corporations 
are part of the society, and making profits 
is not an end to itself. Profits are to be 
made from solving societal problems and 

https://refsa.org/as-a-nation-we-cant-be-flying-blind-forever/
https://refsa.org/as-a-nation-we-cant-be-flying-blind-forever/
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consumers’ needs. Corporations need to 
keep in mind that they are responsible to 
shareholders, consumers, workers, and 
the environment.

The maximising profit mantra of 
neoliberalism has a corrosive effect on 
political systems throughout the world, as 
evidenced by the huge business lobbying 
works in the United States. Everything is for 
sale, including the integrity of politicians 
and the long-term interests of the public.

Over the past 50 years, workers have 
lost out in terms of jobs and pay, hence 
inequality perpetuates in the United States 
and throughout the world. When inequality 
persists, autocrats and authoritarians rise 
to power by tapping on the sentiments 
of the unhappy underclass, as shown by 
Donald Trump’s rise.

Democracy in decline

Democracy throughout the world is 
under threat. To deal with the decline and 
backsliding of democracy, one must deal 
with inequality and find a new balance 
between capital and workers, and between 
capital and the environment. ESG must be 
understood in such a context. 

Geopolitical rivalries

Geopolitical rivalries have worsened in 
2021 and I would say that for the years 
to come, whatever we do, we must factor 
into geopolitical situations. The age of 
innocence – between the fall of the Berlin 
Wall in 1989 and pre-Covid era, has ended.

Geopolitical rivalries will colour foreign 
investments into Malaysia. So long as there 
is no hot war between the United States 
and China, Malaysia stands to benefit from 
corporations from both the United States 
and China that move out from China or are 
looking for a “China+1” production site.

Managing supply chains in the pandemic 
and in the context of geopolitical rivalries 
is another challenge. My point is Malaysia 
needs to be concerned with geopolitics and 
seek an active role in shaping directions, 
agendas and events for the region we are 
in.

Climate change

The massive floods in Selangor and Kuala 
Lumpur, arguably the worst in the capital 
since the 1971 floods, is a reminder that 
climate change is not a joke nor fiction. 
It’s real and, like the pandemic, climate 
change affects the world across national 
boundaries.

Malaysia needs to be an active participant 
in shaping the world’s climate agenda and 
to rebuild Malaysian society with climate 
challenges in mind.

2022 is unlikely to be easier than the 
past year. But I am hopeful that as the 
challenges the world will face in the 2020s 
are clearer to us, the clarity can help us to 
focus on efforts to make Malaysia and the 
world a better place.

We hope you will continue to support 
REFSA so that we could help steer the 
nation towards a better direction.

Liew Chin Tong
January 2022
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On the road to recovery
 
Many will look back at 2021 and wonder 
what we have achieved in the past year as 
a nation. Without a doubt, it was a year full 
of monumental events with long-lasting 
repercussions.
 
For almost two years now, Malaysia 
has continued to grapple with political 
uncertainty and a pandemic that has 
metastasised into an unprecedented 
socio-economic crisis. It still threatens to 
undo years of economic growth, human 
development and employment prospects 
for the people. 

For one, our GDP forecast for the year was 
twice revised downwards by the World 
Bank. In addition, various misdirected 
policy decisions further impeded private 
businesses from recovering. More 
worryingly, we are faced with rising 
inequality and a looming crisis in our social 
safety net, with only 3% of Malaysians able 
to afford to retire.

With the country’s short and long-term 
recovery both under threat, the pandemic 
has laid bare the current economic and 
social divide in Malaysia. It is clear that the 
economic and socio-economic models we 
have adopted over the last few decades are 
falling short of tackling the “polycrisis” of 
our times. As policymakers and economists 
around the world continue to debate, 
chart and rethink the most appropriate 
framework that drives sustainable 
economic growth and social cohesion, so 
must we. 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE 

We can and must act now to map out an 
economic future for Malaysia based 
on inclusive, sustainable economic 
growth and development. The changing 
employment landscape, the imminent 
threat of COVID variants, the rising 
geopolitical tension in the region, the 
shifting patterns of international trade 
amid the growing competitiveness of 
our ASEAN neighbours and - last but not 
least - the repercussions brought about by 
climate change must inform all decisions 
and policies we make. 

It is under these uncertain times that 
REFSA continues to formulate, narrate and 
advocate for progressive policy discourse. 
This year, we have been on the pulse 
of the nation’s pandemic management 
and have provided real-time responses 
to current affairs in the nation - from 
stimulus measure analysis and Budget 
commentaries to insights on Parliamentary 
debates. 

At the same time, we have remained 
proactive by always keeping the bigger 
picture in mind. In 2021, we continued 
to bring across new politically and 
economically relevant ideas through 
longer-term policy frameworks, such as 
our wish list for the 12th Malaysia Plan. 

We highlighted long standing structural 
shortcomings in our socio-economic 
fabric that we must urgently address, and 
challenged old dogmas that hold us back. 
From trace-testing to protecting jobs to 
reshaping our social protection system, 
we never stopped advocating for a more 

https://refsa.org/refsa-notes-5-2021-12th-malaysia-plan-refsas-wishlist/
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generosity, solidarity and support to help 
us accomplish more as we continue to 
ignite change through rigorous research 
and meaningful engagements. Together, 
let’s build a better Malaysia. 

Tan E Hun
January 2022

equitable economy, a more economically 
secure workforce, and a stronger and 
more supportive community. 

Our body of work speaks for itself. We 
published 60 pieces of writing, launched 
two books online, organised webinars and 
produced various stories, podcasts and 
videos to widen our engagement with the 
public. We shared our analysis on media 
channels and participated in many events 
and closed-door discussions along with 
other experts. I must express my deepest 
appreciation to the entire team. Despite 
the continuous disruption brought about 
by the various movement control orders, 
we were able to work seamlessly as a team 
and never wavered from our conviction of 
contributing to better policies for a more 
just, equitable and resilient society.
 
In 2022, we will continue to be a proactive 
agent of change, and build on our research 
strength and network experiences to shape 
public policy discussions. As challenging 
as 2021 has been, we must not lose sight 
of things to be hopeful about in 2022 and 
beyond: the road to recovery and reform is 
long but within reach.  

I must emphasise that it would not be 
possible for us to sustain our operations 
without all our partners and supporters. 
Despite the tough circumstances that we 
all faced, each and every one of you has 
given us your confidence and supported 
our work. This has been instrumental for 
us to continue our mission to promote 
greater understanding of social justice and 
serve as a research and analysis body. 

I hope you enjoy reading this report. If 
you find our work insightful and impactful, 
we humbly appeal for your continued 
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REFSA IN 2021

2021 continued to be a challenging and 
turbulent year for many. Throughout the 
year, we have witnessed a lack of political 
leadership and impactful policy directions 
to kickstart our recovery process and 
build back better. It was an intense start in 
January, with the sudden announcement 
of the state of emergency, followed by 
more movement control orders which 
continue to impede economic recovery. 
SOP u-turns and indecisive measures 
occurred frequently while the lack of an 
open data ecosystem reduced our ability 
to fully utilise public sector data for the 
benefit of society.

The arrival of the vaccine in February was 
a welcome event. However, we also saw 
an explosion in the rate of hospitalisations 
and deaths due to the Delta variant, which 
paralysed the healthcare system from July 
to September. Hence, it is clear that we 
are not out of the woods yet, given the 
presence of new COVID-19 variants and 
the slow booster jab uptake.  

It is under these circumstances that REFSA 
continues to provide thought leadership 
and participate actively in conducting 
research, disseminating ideas and shaping 
policy directions on important economic 
and socio-economic issues of the nation.

COVID-19 and Economic Recovery

This year saw many opportunities for reset 
and recalibration, particularly through the 
tabling of the 12th Malaysia Plan and Budget 
2022. Although some of the measures 
announced were encouraging and well-
intentioned, the road to comprehensive 
structural reform remains distant. These 

events did not adequately set the stage 
for long-term planning, meaning we have 
missed a golden opportunity to lay down 
the necessary foundations to rebuild 
better. 

Further, the government’s largely reactive 
and myopic response to the pandemic 
dampened any significant progress 
that could have been made to revive 
the economy, sustain businesses and 
livelihoods. 

As we continue to build on our accumulated 
knowledge and experience, we commit to 
addressing the systemic shortfalls of the 
nation’s economic and socio-economic 
agenda. We want to focus on creating a 
new paradigm for building back better 
by producing data-driven research and 
actionable policy recommendations. 
Our policy and engagement areas are 
varied, and cover institutional reforms, 
good governance, economic policies, social 
protection policies, urban infrastructure, 
and sustainability to name a few. 



To do this, we work on: 

Research analysis and strategy papers aimed at unpacking and 
understanding complex policy issues.

Media engagement and commentaries to disseminate key policy ideas 
and information. 

Organise seminars and conferences with stakeholders, lawmakers, 
government agencies, community leaders, and the public at large to 
facilitate productive dialogues and discussions.

Create digital media output such as infographics, video primers, and 
podcasts to reach a broader audience in an informative and engaging 
manner. 

Our purpose has always been to serve the public by formulating policy recommendations 
that prioritise the needs of the people and advancement of the society. As one of the very 
few trilingual think tanks in the nation, we continue our work and media engagements in 
all three of Malaysia’s primary languages – Malay, English and Mandarin.

Overall, our work is informed by the four key themes below:

REFSA IN 2021
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recovery and 
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reform
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social protection
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2 April 2021 

PEMERKASA breakdown and review  
 

In March 2021, the Malaysian government announced a new stimulus package called the Strategic 
Programme to Empower the People and Economy (PEMERKASA). Totalling about RM20 billion, 
PEMERKASA is the latest in a series of packages unveiled to address the socio-economic 
consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic. Broadly, PEMERKASA represents an extension or 
expansion of fiscal, strategic and operational measures introduced in earlier packages, 
including PENJANA, Kita Prihatin, Budget 2021 and PERMAI. 
 

SSuummmmaarryy  ooff  tthheemmaattiicc  aarreeaass  aanndd  kkeeyy  iinniittiiaattiivveess  
 
PEMERKASA covers 20 initiatives across four thematic areas as summarised and reviewed below:
  
 

Thematic area Key objectives and initiatives Review 

1. Controlling 
the spread of 
COVID-19 
(RM2 bn) 

To upscale the national immunisation 
programme and reduce the economic 
effects of pandemic-related restrictions 
by: 

● Increasing vaccine allocation by 
RM2 bn to reach herd immunity by 
December 2021 
 

● No longer implementing a 
nationwide MCO, targeting future 
restrictions at a local level 

 
● Further tax deductions on rental 

expenses and COVID-19 screening 
for manufacturing companies  

The end of nationwide restrictions is a 
welcome move that will help reduce 
uncertainty among businesses that have 
had to deal with periodic shutdowns in the 
last year.  

However, incentives in terms of reducing 
workplace clusters remain quite reactive 
rather than proactive, focusing mainly 
on easing companies’ tax burden and 
isolating infected workers instead of 
COVID-proofing the workplace and 
dormitories.  

This will require effective coordination 
between the workplace and the 
state/federal government. 

 

2. Spearheading 
economic 
recovery 
(RM5.2 bn) 

To provide financial relief for SMEs, 
particularly in affected sectors, and 
expand employment incentives to include 
temporary/gig workers by: 

 

Most of the measures are not new, 
representing short-term extensions of 
programmes in PENJANA and Kita 
Prihatin.  

The tax exemptions in tourism are 
expected to have a negligible impact, 

2021 TIMELINE

2021 was a year of major events and milestones for Malaysia. We were highly responsive 
to these events and produced salient research and policy work in conjunction with the ebb 
and flow of Malaysia’s political and socio-economic challenges. Here’s a brief timeline of 
Malaysia’s key events and our corresponding output. 

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

AUG

OCT

NOV

JUNE

SEPT

23 Feb 
Addressing vaccine hesitancy, 
a forum in collaboration with 
Galen Centre for Health & 
Social Policy

2 Apr 
REFSA analysis of Pemerkasa: 
more of the same?

26 Apr 
Launch of REFSA’s Projek Muhibah

3 June 
REFSA’s review of Pemerkasa Plus: 

a drop in the ocean

20 Aug 
Interview on the announcement 

of a new Prime Minister

21 Apr 
REFSA’s 10 questions for

Bank Negara on the 2021 
GDP growth forecast

14 June 
REFSA Comms Director Iskandar Fareez 
commenting on FMCO

29 June 
REFSA’s commentary on Pemulih

25 Sept 
REFSA’s Wishlist for the
12th Malaysia Plan

26 Oct 
REFSA’s statement prior to tabling
of Budget 2022

21 Aug: Appointment of Malaysia’s 9th Prime Minister

26 Feb: National vaccination rollout

REFSA’s response and/or take

Major national events and announcements 
in 2021

27 Mar: Launch of Pemerkasa stimulus package

1 June:
Commencement of Full Movement Control Order (FMCO)

28 June: Announcement of Pemulih aid package

13 Sept: Memorandum of Understanding signed 
between federal government and Pakatan Harapan

27 Sept: Tabling of 12th Malaysia Plan

29 Oct: Tabling of Budget 2022

1 Apr: Bank Negara Malaysia announced 2021 
GDP growth forecast

31 May: Announcement of 
Pemerkasa Plus stimulus package

Notes #02/April 2021

10 QUESTIONS
FOR BANK NEGARA
ON THE 2021 GDP
GROWTH FORECAST

INTRODUCTION

Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) published its Economic and 
Monetary review on April 1st, and forecasts GDP growth ranging 
from 6.0% to 7.5% for 2021. This constitutes a significant 
downward revision of the lower bound that the Ministry of 
Finance (MoF) used for Budget 2021 (6.0% vs 6.5%). 

However, the basis for this estimate is not very clear. 
Interestingly, the review often highlights the many  possible 
downside risks. With this in mind, we examine the assumptions 
and forecasts underlying the growth estimate in this paper, and 
then proceed to propose 10 questions meant to probe the 
validity of the forecast. Overall, our concern is that there is 
significantly more downside risk than even acknowledged in the 
report, and that GDP growth in 2021 may therefore turn out to 
be significantly lower than forecast. If this is indeed the case, 
then government policy should be significantly adjusted in order 
to firstly, limit the possible downsides, and secondly, to lessen 
the impact of any possible downside risks. As the adage goes, “if 
we fail to prepare, we prepare to fail”. And we cannot afford to 
fail given that the economic consequences of the possible 
downside risks will be severe especially to the B40 community 
and small and medium enterprises (SMEs). 

Dr Ong Kian Ming
BSc (LSE), MPhil (Cantab), PhD (Duke),
and REFSA Economics Team

12TH 
MALAYSIA 
PLAN - 
REFSA’S
WISHLIST

#05/September 2021

Dr Ong Kian Ming
BSc (LSE), MPhil (Cantab), PhD (Duke)

Frederik Paulus 
Economic Advisor, REFSA

Jaideep Singh
Researcher, REFSA 

September, 2021

Notes #03/June 2021

PEMERKASA+: 
A DROP
IN THE OCEAN 

INTRODUCTION

On May 31, 2021, the Malaysian government announced a 
new stimulus package called the Supplementary Strategic 
Programme to Empower the People and Economy 
(PEMERKASA+). Totalling about RM40 billion – with RM5 
billion in the form of direct government spending – 
PEMERKASA+ was introduced in conjunction with the 
imposition of the full movement control order (FMCO) in 
early June. It supplements the original PEMERKASA 
package unveiled in March in order to address the effects 
of the lockdown on businesses and livelihoods. 

This note provides a summary, breakdown and review of 
the proposed initiatives and the overall package.

Jaideep Singh, Researcher
Morgan Loh, Research Analyst

3 June 2021

PRE-
BUDGET
2022 
STATEMENT

#06/October 2021

Frederik Paulus 
Economic Advisor, REFSA

Jaideep Singh
Researcher, REFSA 

Hafiz Noor Shams
Visiting Fellow, REFSA

October, 2021

https://refsa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/REFSA-Notes-Pemerkasa.pdf
https://refsa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/REFSA-Notes-Pemerkasa.pdf
https://refsa.org/projek-muhibah/
https://refsa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/REFSA-Notes-3_2021.pdf
https://refsa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/REFSA-Notes-3_2021.pdf
https://twitter.com/imnormgoh/status/1428735978475200516?s=20
https://twitter.com/imnormgoh/status/1428735978475200516?s=20
https://refsa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/REFSA-Notes-2-2021.pdf
https://refsa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/REFSA-Notes-2-2021.pdf
https://refsa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/REFSA-Notes-2-2021.pdf
https://focusmalaysia.my/we-need-a-lockdown-exit-strategy-to-survive-covid-19/
https://focusmalaysia.my/we-need-a-lockdown-exit-strategy-to-survive-covid-19/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/what-you-think/2021/06/29/the-missing-link-in-pemulih-aid-package-research-for-social-advancement/1985870
https://refsa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/REFSA-Notes-5_2021.pdf
https://refsa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/REFSA-Notes-5_2021.pdf
https://refsa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/REFSA-Notes-6.pdf
https://refsa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/REFSA-Notes-6.pdf


2021 – AT A GLANCE

REFSA continues to provide thought leadership in key topics and events 
on Malaysian politics and policy. In the last 12 months, we have brought 
serious, original research to the task of analysing policy problems 
and proposing solutions through  60 policy briefs, research papers, and 
opinion pieces cumulatively.

REFSA stays at the forefront of policy dialogues and debates, with more 
than 100 press statements released, interviews and citations in media.

As part of our advocacy effort, we continue to explore engaging ways 
and innovative formats to educate and share policy ideas with the 
public through digital media, producing 15 infographics and 6 multimedia 
outputs over the year.

We participate in the effort to create greater public knowledge and 
understanding of the social and economic system. In 2021, we conducted 
5 webinars to propel conversations with leading experts about policy 
issues in Malaysia.

We joined various closed-door discussions with key stakeholders, 
lawmakers, community leaders, government and its agencies to facilitate 
discussions, share insights and drive better policy-making process.

Our social media channels have also grown, reaching 1.5 million 
audience impressions on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram 
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COVID-19 Pandemic Management

How can the nation tackle the immediate 
challenges we face right here, right now? 
Launched in April 2021, Projek Muhibah 
was conceived to specifically address 
various socio-economic challenges caused 
by the COVID-19 pandemic in Malaysia. 
It puts the spotlight on rapidly evolving 
challenges Malaysia faces in the wake of the 
pandemic and its aftermath. The project is a 
compilation of research analyses, insights, 
policy recommendations, and real-life 
stories aimed to create public awareness 
and discourse on the impact of effective 
policy-making at the time of the pandemic. 

We focused on analysing the effectiveness 
of policies and SOPs, and highlighted 
concrete ways to control the pandemic. We 
advocated for clear, dynamic and relevant 
measures on how to reopen the economy, 
proposed a comprehensive strategy to 
raise fiscal spending, and shared our 
research on what are the most impactful 
immediate economic assistance to those 
hit hardest by the pandemic. 

We also ran a “Stories from the Ground” 
project to articulate the extent of damage 
the pandemic has wreaked upon us by 
spotlighting personal stories of those who 
have been directly impacted. We further co-
organised webinars to provide a platform 
to tackle doubts from the public regarding 
the vaccine and vaccination process.  

What we did

9 policy briefs and opinion pieces, 
5 press statements, 9 “Stories from 
the Ground” essays, 8 infographics 
and 3 webinars.

Cited in various media sources, 
appeared in interviews and 
participated in open and closed-
door engagements.

Impact

Provided a forward-thinking 
framework with solutions on how the 
government should respond to the 
COVID-19 crisis. 

Spotlighted the real life struggles of 
those whose livelihoods were and still 
are deeply impacted by the pandemic.

Our research and recommendations 
helped build a knowledge-base 
which guided and informed the 
nation’s response to the pandemic. 

Our insights and analyses were 
widely disseminated and discussed 
in the public policy sphere. 

2021 HIGHLIGHTS 
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Our Work

A framework
for pandemic management,

18 Jun 2021

A critical analysis on the importance of 
economic assistance,

12 Jul 2021

Highlighting importance of science and data in 
pandemic management,

2 Jul 2021

A framework to 
opening up the economy safely, 

16 Sept 2021

Real life stories
in a post pandemic society,

May - Jul 2021

A guide for businesses
to reopen safely, 

14 Jul 2021

Dr Ong Kian Ming
BSc (LSE), MPhil (Cantab), PhD (Duke)

Frederik Paulus
Economic Advisor, REFSA

June, 2021

#ProjekMuhibah introduces ten strategies to address the socio-
economic challenges caused by the COVID-19 pandemic in 
Malaysia. Our analyses and proposals will help Malaysia build 
back better, towards a more resilient and equitable economy, a 
more economically secure workforce, and a stronger and more 
supportive community.

#ProjekMuhibah

STRATEGY 1:
FTTIS+V
Find, Test, Trace, Isolate, 
Support and Vaccinate
to bring the pandemic
under control

Jaideep Singh
Researcher, REFSA

Frederik Paulus
Economic Advisor, REFSA

Dr Ong Kian Ming
BSc (LSE), MPhil (Cantab), PhD (Duke)

July, 2021

#ProjekMuhibah introduces ten strategies to address the socio-
economic challenges caused by the COVID-19 pandemic in 
Malaysia. Our analyses and proposals will help Malaysia build 
back better, towards a more resilient and equitable economy, a 
more economically secure workforce, and a stronger and more 
supportive community.

#ProjekMuhibah

STRATEGY 2:
OPEN UP 
SECTORS 
RESPONSIBLY
using science and data
and enhanced SOPs

Dr Ong Kian Ming
BSc (LSE), MPhil (Cantab), PhD (Duke)

Frederik Paulus
Economic Advisor, REFSA

Jaideep Singh 
Researcher, REFSA 

July, 2021

#ProjekMuhibah introduces ten strategies to address the socio-
economic challenges caused by the COVID-19 pandemic in 
Malaysia. Our analyses and proposals will help Malaysia build 
back better, towards a more resilient and equitable economy, a 
more economically secure workforce, and a stronger and more 
supportive community.

#ProjekMuhibah

STRATEGY 3:
CONTINUED 
AND TARGETED 
ECONOMIC 
ASSISTANCE
to employers and employees
(including those in the
informal sector)

#ProjekMuhibah

STRATEGY 4:
OPENING UP 
ECONOMIC 
SECTORS SAFELY
Gearing up for
an Endemic COVID-19

Dr Ong Kian Ming
BSc (LSE), MPhil (Cantab), PhD (Duke)

Jaideep Singh 
Researcher, REFSA

Frederik Paulus
Economic Advisor, REFSA 

September, 2021

#ProjekMuhibah introduces ten strategies to address the socio-
economic challenges caused by the COVID-19 pandemic in 
Malaysia. Our analyses and proposals will help Malaysia build 
back better, towards a more resilient and equitable economy, a 
more economically secure workforce, and a stronger and more 
supportive community.
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REFSA Executive Director Tan E Hun 
spoke in an Oriental Daily webinar on

MCO 2.0’s economic impact, 
14 Jan 2021

Spearheaded collective advocacy 
with the Malaysian research community

on data openness,
3 Feb 2021

REFSA Comms Director Iskandar Fareez 
interviewed by Astro Awani on the 

effectiveness of nationwide lockdowns,
5 Jul 2021

REFSA Comms Director Iskandar Fareez 
interviewed by Channel News Asia

on vaccine hesitancy, 
4 Jun 2021

REFSA Research Coordinator Fakhrurrazi 
Rashid interviewed by Sinar Harian

on COVID-19 SOPs,
17 May 2021

REFSA Comms Director Iskandar Fareez 
interviewed by the Malay Mail

on youth involvement in activism,
9 Sep 2021

In the News
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Economic Recovery and Resilience  

A big part of our work in this cluster 
focuses on highlighting key priorities that 
will help steer the nation towards resilient 
economic growth.

From a short term perspective, we 
critically examined the stimulus packages 
announced this year, and provided critical 
analysis of the 2021 GDP forecast. We 
gave key insights and analysis into the 
yearly Budget announcement, which 
was widely published and discussed. 
Underpinning these are the twin goals 
of maintaining an expansionary budget 
while implementing productive measures 
to control expenditure and growing the 
nation’s revenue. 

Our work goes beyond proposing 
immediate policy actions to overcome the 
repercussions of the economic crisis. The 
announcement of the 12th Malaysia Plan 
(12MP) in October is significant. In addition 
to setting out guidelines on repairing 
the economic damage wreaked by the 
pandemic, the 12MP has the potential 
to map an economic future for Malaysia 
based on healthy economic growth that 
is inclusive and sustainable. 

In our briefs, we stressed the importance 
of moving away from “short-termism” 
and prioritising longer-term plans to 
effectively drive the future direction of 
national economic growth for us to build 
back better. We confront and tackle complex 
and multi-faceted policy directives, from 
addressing the issue of foreign labour, to 
the importance of seeking new sources of 
government revenue.   

We led discussions on the state’s role in 
driving innovation, and how governments 

can be a catalyst to propel a resilient and 
future looking economy, including how to 
reorient the role of GLCs/GLICs and turn 
them into key vehicles to drive economic 
and social impact. Building on our work 
in 2020, we explored the role of the state 
through a mission-oriented industrial 
approach and created a microsite detailing 
Mariana Mazzucato’s “Mission Economy”.

What we did

15 policy briefs and opinion pieces, 
6 press statements, 5 infographics, 2 
podcasts and production of numerous 
videos.  

Live-tweet analysis during the Budget 
2022 speech by the Minister of Finance

Cited in various media and interviews, 
including speaking on four primetime 
news channels (in 3 different languages) 
on the day Budget 2022 was announced.

Impact

Amplified strategies of long-term 
economic planning for the nation’s 
post-pandemic recovery. 

Led discussions for a mission-oriented 
industrial approach that triggers 
higher and cleaner growth and that 
centres on ‘patient-financing’ for a 
sustainable future

Our insights and analyses were shared 
widely and informed discussions on the 
nation’s stimulus packages. 

Made real-time discussions on Budget 
2022 more accessible, our analysis of 
the economic and social repercussions it 
created was widely reported.
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Article written by 
REFSA Economic Advisor Frederik Paulus, 

3 Feb 2021

Article written by REFSA Researcher 
Fakhrurrazi Rashid on the 12th Malaysia Plan, 

17 Jun 2021

REFSA’s wishlist for
the 12th Malaysia Plan,

25 Sep 2021

10 Questions for Bank Negara Malaysia
on the 2021 GDP growth forecast,

21 Apr 2021

Mission oriented strategies 
fact sheet, 

17 Mar 2021

REFSA Executive Director Tan E Hun spoke 
on a post COVID economic policy forum, 

24 Jul 2021

Our Work

12TH 
MALAYSIA 
PLAN - 
REFSA’S
WISHLIST

#05/September 2021

Dr Ong Kian Ming
BSc (LSE), MPhil (Cantab), PhD (Duke)

Frederik Paulus 
Economic Advisor, REFSA

Jaideep Singh
Researcher, REFSA 

September, 2021
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REFSA’s view on 
Malaysia’s growth forecast, 

21 Apr 2021

REFSA Executive Director Tan E Hun 
interviewed by Astro Awani

on government spending, 15 Apr 2021

REFSA Executive Director Tan E Hun 
interviewed by Astro Awani on Budget 2022, 

29 Oct 2021

REFSA Executive Director Tan E Hun 
interviewed by 8TV on Budget 2022,

29 Oct 2021

Coverage of REFSA’s position on the 
Pemerkasa Plus stimulus measures, 

4 Jun 2021

REFSA Comms Director Iskandar Fareez 
interviewed by Bernama on Budget 2022, 

29 Oct 2021

In the News
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Job Growth and Comprehensive Social Protection

The response to the pandemic this year 
has inflicted significant economic scarring 
and impacted livelihoods in the form of 
business closures, job losses and reduced 
incomes for many. It has also exposed 
longstanding structural shortcomings in 
our socio-economic fabric. 

In this cluster, we focus on enhancing 
our social security system, our housing 
policies and how we can transform 
people’s lives through availability of good 
jobs. 

We advocated for the need to address 
issues of low growth and low productivity 
with an aim to improve wages and the 
nation’s social safety net. We shared how 
the state can play a role in addressing 
obstacles faced by our youth in the job 
market, and highlighted the challenges 
faced by women in returning to the 
workforce post pandemic. 

We wrote and spoke about the growing 
inequality in housing, and held discussions 
exploring the way we organise and design 
our urban areas and living spaces, using 
this current predicament as an impetus 
to disrupt the norm and reimagine a new 
urban model that would build resilience 
for our cities. 

What we did

6 policy briefs and opinion pieces,
2 press statements, 2 infographics, 
1 podcast and 1 webinar.  

Cited in various media sources, 
appeared in interviews and 
participated in open and closed-
door engagements.

Impact

Advocated for the importance of 
social equality, decentralisation 
and digitalisation as the core tenets 
of Malaysia’s socio-economic recovery 
and resilience

Steered the national conversation 
to prioritise jobs and revive the 
economy through holistic stimulus 
packages and economic reforms

Emphasised the importance of a 
robust social safety net
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Article written by REFSA Economic Advisor 
Frederik Paulus on digital economy, 

23 Apr 2021

Article written by REFSA Researcher
Lilly Wee on affordable housing, 

16 Aug 2021

Article on socio-economic inequality by 
Jaideep Singh, published in PRAKSIS, 

The Journal of Asian Social Democracy, 
17 Nov 2021

Article written by REFSA Research Analyst 
Morgan Loh on women’s labour force 

participation, 26 Jul 2021

REFSA Comms Director Iskandar Fareez
spoke about gig workers’ rights in a forum,

28 Aug 2021

Article on inequality by Iskandar Fareez and 
Morgan Loh, published in PRAKSIS, 

The Journal of Asian Social Democracy, 
17 Nov 2021

Our Work
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REFSA Research Director Ivy Kwek
onvaccine distribution towards

low-paid workers, 
27 Feb 2021

REFSA Comms Director Iskandar Fareez
spoke on BFM about NEP’s key lessons, 

impacts and implications for Malaysia’s future, 
15 Jul 2021

REFSA Researcher Lilly Wee
interviewed by Astro Awani

on the housing crisis, 
10 Sep 2021

REFSA Economic Advisor Frederik Paulus 
interviewed by The Star

on the gig economy, 
30 Jun 2021

REFSA Comms Director Iskandar Fareez
spoke on BFM about underlying factors of 

youth unemployment and low wages, 
21 Apr 2021

REFSA Researcher Jaideep Singh
interviewed by The Malaysian Reserve 
on gig economy workers’ labour rights,

18 Nov 2021

In the News
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Institutional Reform

It has been a tumultuous year for Malaysia 
in the quest for true democracy and 
good governance. Earlier in January, 
the Parliament was suspended when the 
government enacted a state of emergency, 
citing coronavirus as a threat to the 
country’s security. By August the political 
turmoil culminated in the appointment of a 
new Prime Minister and a new-old cabinet. 

Throughout the year, our researchers were 
on the pulse of the nation’s institution and 
political development, actively writing and 
speaking about the state of the Parliament 
affairs. 

As we continue to press for reforms 
and engage with parliamentarians, we 
researched and debated on the necessary 
mechanisms to ensure transparency 
and bipartisan scrutiny. We stressed the 
urgent need to reopen the Parliament, and 
participated in dialogues on the possibility 
of a hybrid Parliament so that emergency 
ordinances and the national recovery plan 
can be deliberated. 

We opined that the freedom for political 
dissent forms important building blocks 
to achieve a functioning democracy for 
the nation. We joined other experts to 
talk about what to expect in terms of the 
political awakening among Gen Z, as well as 
the impact implementing Undi18 will have 
on the electoral process and democracy of 
our nation. 

We continue to advocate for wide-ranging 
reforms in order to rebuild and strengthen 
our institutions. 

What we did

29 opinion pieces, 5 press statements 
and 1 webinar.  

Cited in various media sources, 
appeared in interviews and 
participated in open and closed-
door engagements.

Impact

Asserted the importance of good 
governance and robust institutional 
reforms through analysis and 
commentaries

Participated in closed door 
discussions with various 
stakeholders, government agencies 
and parliamentarians.   
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Article written by REFSA Research Coordinator 
Fakhrurrazi Rashid on

Parliament’s role in governance,
14 Jan 2021

Article written by REFSA Research Coordinator 
Fakhrurrazi Rashid on the Confidence

and Supply Agreement,
15 Aug 2021

Article written by REFSA Research Nik 
Mohamed Rashid Nik Zurin and Liew Chin Tong 

on rethinking our national defence industry, 
22 Mar 2021

Article written by REFSA Research Coordinator 
Fakhrurrazi Rashid on establishing

a hybrid Parliament,
15 Jun 2021

REFSA Comms Director Iskandar Fareez
 interviewed by Astro Awani on the 

Memorandum of Understanding between
the government and PH coalition, 

18 Oct 2021

Article written by REFSA Research Coordinator 
Fakhrurrazi Rashid

on Parliamentary sitting,
28 Jun 2021

Our Work
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REFSA Research Coordinator Fakhrurrazi 
Rashid interviewed on vital components

in carrying out a hybrid Parliament, 
8 Jun 2021

REFSA Comms Director Iskandar Fareez 
featured on BFM’s Instagram on political 
instability within a maturing democracy, 

25 Aug 2021

REFSA Research Coordinator
Fakhrurrazi Rashid on importance of

a bipartisan office in Parliament, 
20 Feb 2021

REFSA Comms Director Iskandar Fareez
on the New Economic Policy,

15 Jul 2021

REFSA Comms Director Iskandar Fareez 
interviewed by South China Morning Post on 

PM Ismail Sabri’s offers of bipartisanship,
12 Sep 2021

REFSA call for data transparency 
over COVID data,

2 Mar 2021

In the News
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Other Work

Digital Media

2021 saw the return of our podcast REFSA Reflections for a second season, and a new 
REFSA Soundbites mini-video series, as we continue to bring across new, relevant insights 
and recommendations while reframing existing ones to better tackle the challenges of our 
times. To reach a wider audience, we explored various formats and platforms with the aim 
of creating policy conversations in an informative and engaging manner. 

REFSA Reflections Podcasts

#REFSA101 Budget Soundbites Series

The GLC dilemma

How can we broaden
and strengthen Malaysia’s

national income?

What is
Tax Identification Number 

(TIN)?

Windfall Tax vs. 
Capital Gains Tax

10 Policies to rebuild Malaysia better

12th Malaysia Plan RMK 12: 
First impressions and why should we care?
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Events

BUSINESS IN GOVERNANCE
Date: July 27, 2021
Time: 11am to 1pm

C l o s e d  D o o r  Z o o m  R o u n d t a b l e

THE MALAYSIA
DIALOGUE SERIES

Please note that Chatham House Rules Apply

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/86097928389?pwd=NGFpSVBpUUJQNTBXaDNhaVk4eEMzUT09
Join Zoom Meeting

Meeting ID: 860 9792 8389    Passcode 289692

A roundtable on
Urban housing for the Youth,

22 Jan 2021

Forum vaksin COVID-19:
Antara keraguan tahyul dan fakta,

3 Mar 2021

Forum COVID-19 Vaccines:
Doubts, Myths and Facts,

23 Feb 2021

The Malaysia Dialogue Series: 
Business in Governance,

27 Jul 2021

Discussion on Malaysian security reform
and governance, REFSA x DCAF, 

20 Apr 2021
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Book Launch 

REFSA continues to serve as a publishing house, producing books and publications on 
important political and socio-economic issues. 

In April 2021, we published and launched Lim Kit Siang – Patriot, Leader, Fighter, a book 
that weaves Lim Kit Siang’s life story into the fabric of the nation’s political history. Through 
interviews, Kit’s trials and tribulations as a father, a member of parliament, opposition leader 
and a patriotic Malaysian are laid bare.

A synopsis of Lim Kit Siang - Patriot, Leader, Fighter

The history of Lim Kit Siang’s life is also the history of the struggle for justice and 
democracy in Malaysia. That is what Lim Kit Siang – Patriot, Leader, Fighter makes 
clear by positioning itself as an unconventional biography. Taking the reader on a 
whirlwind tour of the country’s political history since the 1940s, Liew Chin Tong, 
Wan Hamidi Hamid and Ng Wei Ling show Kit’s footprints in the battle for a better 
Malaysia.

The book is an inspiring story of one man’s undying hope for change. Lesser 
mortals would have given up after decades of dealing with autocratic Prime 
Ministers, imprisonment, saboteurs, traitors, gerrymandering and a hostile media 
environment. But even with the playing field tilted heavily against him, Kit soldiered 
on. This book emphasises that the end of one-party rule in Malaysia would not 
have happened if not for Kit’s resolve and forward-thinking nature in laying the 
foundations to fix the broken system. Let this be a reminder to all Malaysians when 
we feel lost or disillusioned.

Launched online in April 2021 Launched online in October 2021



REFSA IN 2022

Over the past two years, the COVID-19 
pandemic has heightened awareness of 
our nation’s systemic fragility, particularly 
on the front of healthcare, employment, 
social protection, economic resilience and 
good governance. 

In 2022, we remain committed to 
addressing Malaysia’s structural 
shortcomings and providing robust and 
sustainable policies for building back 
better. We will continue to do so through 
data-driven research, actionable 
policy recommendations, and creative 
approaches to education and advocacy 
that ensure engagement with the wider 
community. 

Building on our work in 2021, we hope to 
elevate and shift public discourse towards 
progressive economic and social policies 
with various stakeholders, policymakers 
and the public. Here are some of our key 
areas of focus in the coming year. 

Our nation witnessed great political 
instability and uncertainty in policy 
leadership, exacerbated by the COVID-19 
pandemic and the premature appointment 
of two Prime Ministers over the past two 
years. Hence, as part of our policies 
and institutional reform agenda, we 
continue to push for greater transparency 
and efficiency in Malaysia’s democratic 
structure and governance. The parliament 
must play a bigger role in governing with 
the executive for a truly accountable and 
trustworthy governance system. This 
remains crucial for safeguarding the 
democracy of our nation. 

We will maintain our focus on economics 
and socio-economic affairs, through 
strategies and thought leadership on 
labour market transformation and 
targeted industrial policy. We also look to 
focus on sustainable growth solutions 
and ESG-related corporate governance. 
Lastly, an examination of fiscal reforms 
and public spending will also be prioritised, 
with the aim of developing Malaysia’s state 
capability and positioning it for an ageing 
demography.  

We must continue to ensure that inclusive 
social protection policies are in place. A 
robust and comprehensive social safety net 
is an integral part of an equitable economy 
and one of the cornerstones of a thriving 
and resilient community. Our focus for 
next year will be on women’s participation 
in the workforce, the provision of child 
and elderly care, robust unemployment 
schemes, and protection for gig workers 
– all while providing clear structural and 
financing realisation strategies. 

Furthering our right-to-housing agenda, 
we will continue to produce research and 
policy recommendations on housing and 
urban policies that focus on accessible 
and affordable housing for all. We will 
continue to push for universal housing and 
urban policy reforms such as increasing 
the protection and availability of rental 
housing, creating inclusive cities with better 
infrastructure and amenities, and a focus 
on repurposing building stock in urban 
centres through creative approaches to 
adaptive reuse. 
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CORE RESEARCH TEAM

Tan E Hun
Executive Director

ehuntan@refsa.org

Fakhrurrazi Rashid
Research Coordinator

razi@refsa.org

Lourdes Loh Ye Shing 
(Morgan)

Research Analyst
morganloh@refsa.org

Raymond Kwan Say Hong
Researcher

kwan@refsa.org

Ivy Kwek Ai Wei
Research Director

ivykwek@refsa.org

Jaideep Singh
Researcher

jaideep@refsa.org

Kieran Li Nair
Research Assistant & Librarian

kierannair@refsa.org

Raja Ahmad
Iskandar Fareez

Communications Director
iskandar@refsa.org

Lillian Wee Ean Pin (Lilly)
Researcher
lilly@refsa.org
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SUPPORT US

We are grateful to all our donors throughout these years who believe in our work and support 
our endeavours. Seeing how our work impacts the nation’s policy discourse reaffirms our 
determination to continue producing quality research output and fight for a better future. 

Despite being a relatively small think tank, we commit ourselves to engage on high-impact 
issues. 

We hope to serve as a place where major socio-economic concerns can be clearly identified, 
debated, and examined from different perspectives, in the interest of the public good and a 
better society, and humbly seek your support to make this possible. 

If you share our values and beliefs to see a better, more equitable and sustainable Malaysia 
for all, please consider supporting us financially, in any amount that you are able to. 

You can do so by donating online via our website or by subscribing to Citizen Tong, a 
newsletter by our Chairman, Liew Chin Tong that will eventually have a paid subscription. For 
further queries, please email E Hun at ehuntan@refsa.org.  

Together, let’s build a better future and make real changes possible!

Donate via our website Subscribe to Citizen Tong

http://ehuntan@refsa.org
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APPENDICES

Research Papers / Policy Briefs / REFSA Notes

1. REFSA Notes #1/2021: PEMERKASA: More of the Same?, 19 April 2021
2. REFSA Notes #2/2021: 10 Questions for Bank Negara on the 2021 GDP Growth Forecast , 21 April 

2021
3. Introduction to the 10 Strategies to Save Jobs and Revive the Economy, 26 April 2021
4. REFSA Notes #3/2021: PEMERKASA+ — A Drop in the Ocean? , 04 June 2021
5. #ProjekMuhibah Strategy 1 – FTTIS+V , 18 June 2021
6. #ProjekMuhibah Strategy 2 – Open Up Sectors Responsibly, 2 July 2021
7. Projek Muhibah Strategy #3 : Continued and Targeted Economic Assistance to Employers and 

Employees , 12 July 2021
8. REFSA Notes #4/2021: 2021 GDP Growth Revision was Inevitable, Hopes are on Second Half to 

Limit Damage, 17 August 2021
9. Projek Muhibah Strategy #4 : Opening up Economic Sectors Safely, 16 September 2021
10. REFSA Notes #5/2021: 12th Malaysia Plan – REFSA’s Wishlist , 25 September 2021
11. REFSA Notes #6/2021: REFSA’s Pre-Budget 2022 Statement , 26 October 2021

Commentaries

1. Membuang imej ‘rubber stamp’ Dewan Negara , The Malaysian Insight , 05 January 2021
2. Mampukah Malaysia keluar daripada krisis kepimpinan? , The Malaysian Insight , 14 January 2021
3. Can Malaysia end the leadership crisis? , The Malaysian Insight, 15 January 2021
4. Jawatankuasa bebas: New Zealand rujukan terbaik Malaysia, The Malaysian Insight , 18 January 

2021
5. Malaysia should emulate New Zealand’s epidemic response committee, The Malaysian Insight, 18 

January 2021
6. Parlimen belum juga guna teknologi setelah pandemik ,The Malaysian Insight, 25 January 2021
7. Three themes to build back better our economy, The Edge, 3 February 2021
8. Memikirkan semula prinsip integriti pasca Covid-19, The Malaysian Insight, 4 February 2021
9. Percaturan kerusi untuk kuasa menjelang PRU ke-15 , MalaysiaKini, 8 February 2021
10. The end of the single-party dominance era in Malaysia, MalaysiaKini, 11 February 2021
11. Rethinking GLCs/GLICs in a time of stakeholder capitalism, 14 February 2021
12. Memikirkan semula GLC/GLIC di era kapitalisme pemegang taruh, 18 February 2021
13. As a nation, we can’t be flying blind forever, 26 February 2021
14. LCS fiasco at critical crossroads, The Edge and Sinar Harian,  08 March 2021
15. Mampukah kita mengakhiri krisis Parlimen?, The Malaysian Insight, 09 March 2021
16.	 疫苗来了，然后呢？, Oriental Daily, 15 March 2021
17. One year on – what have we learned from our Covid response?, MalaysiaKini, 22 March 2021
18. Rethinking the National Defence Industry, The Edge, 22 March 2021
19.	 重谈官联公司角色, Oriental Daily, 01 April 2021
20.	利益相关者资本主义, Oriental Daily, 02 April 2021
21. What digital economy do we want?, The Edge , 20 April 2021
22. Mampukah Parlimen berperanan semula? , The Malaysian Insight, 30 April 2021
23. Bersediakah Malaysia untuk sistem berbilang parti?, Malaysiakini, 10 May 2021
24. Mengapa Parlimen perlu bahas isu Palestin?, The Malaysian Insight, 22 May 2021
25. Mengapa Speaker Dewan Rakyat perlukan politik?, The Malaysian Insight , 08 June 2021
26. The speaker must also know politics, MalaysiaKini , 10 June 2021
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27. Surviving Covid-19 siege – Malaysia needs a lockdown exit strategy, Malay Mail, Solidaritas, Focus 
Malaysia, 13 June 2021

28. Kebaikan Parlimen hibrid, Sinar Harian , 15 June 2021
29. Let’s do whatever it takes to win, News Strait Times, 16 June 2021
30. RMK12: Pelan utama untuk keluar krisis pandemik, The Malaysian Insight and MalaysiaKini, 17 

June 2021
31. Delaying parliamentary sitting is a time bomb, The Malaysian Insight, 29 June 2021
32. Mampukah anak muda mendominasi Parlimen?, The Malaysian Insight, 05 July 2021
33. Mengapa Parlimen tidak bersidang secara penuh?, The Malaysian Insight, 07 July 2021
34. Apa tugas hakiki ahli parlimen?, Utusan Malaysia, 12 July 2021
35. Mengapa kita perlu hadkan tempoh PM?, The Malaysian Insight, 14 July 2021
36. Pastikan sidang khas parlimen bukan gimik politik, MalaysiaKini, 17 July 2021
37.	 那些与她们有关的经济学, Oriental Daily, 26 July 2021
38. CSA dan kestabilan politik negara, Oriental Daily, 15 August 2021
39. The Great Divide in Malaysia’s housing market, Business Today, 16 August 2021
40. Kepentingan jawatankuasa Parlimen pantau ketelusan MPN, The Malaysian Insight, 30 August 

2021
41. Kenapa undi percaya penting?, Utusan Malaysia, 1 September 2021
42. MPN bukan jawapan untuk pemulihan negara, Malaysiakini , 16 September 2021
43. RMK12 pinggirkan reformasi institusi dan politik negara, The Malaysian Insight, 2 October 2021
44. Belanjawan 2022 dan Transformasi Parlimen, The Malaysian Insight, 25 October 2021 
45. Belanjawan 2022: Parlimen dipinggirkan, Perdana Menteri terus berkuasa, 03 November 2021
46. Apalah nasib parlimen kita…,Malaysiakini, 05 November 2021
47. Not only skin deep: The Multifaceted Nature of Socio-economic Inequalities in Malaysia, PRAKSIS- 

The Journal of Asian Social Democracy, 17 November 2021
48. A Tale of Two Malaysias : The Covid-19 Great Divergence, PRAKSIS- The Journal of Asian Social 

Democracy, 17 November 2021

Podcasts

1. [REFSA Reflections] REFSA Reflections: Episode 3 – The GLC Dilemma, 05 January 2021
2. [REFSA Reflections] REFSA Reflections - Introducing Projek Muhibah: 10 Policies to Rebuild 

Malaysia Better, 03 May 2021
3. [REFSA Reflections] REFSA Reflections: Episode 5 – RMK12: First Impressions and Why We Should 

Care, 05 October 2021

Events Held and Webinars Participated

1. [REFSA DISCUSS #10] Urban Housing for the Youth Roundtable, 22 January 2021
2. [Galen Centre for Health and Social Policy x REFSA Forum] COVID-19 Vaccines: Doubts, Myths and 

Facts, 23 February 2021
3. [Galen Centre for Health and Social Policy x REFSA Forum] Vaksin COVID-19: Antara Keraguan, 

Tahyul dan Fakta, 5 March 2021
4. DCAF Asia Pacific Network for Security Sector Reform & Governance - National Working Group 

for Malaysia 01/2021, 20 April 2021
5. Battling the Crisis: The Role of GLCs, 14 June 2021
6. The South China Sea: Challenges, Opportunities and Prospects for Collaboration, 6 July 2021
7. Post COVID Economic Policy: What and How?,24 July 2021
8. The Malaysia Dialgoue Series: Business in Governance, 27 July 2021
9. Gig Worker’s Rights : Safeguarding the Backbone of the Economy ,28 August 2021
10. SUHAKAM Gig-workers Roundtable, 1 September 2021
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11. Wacana BERSIH : Discussion on The 4th Session of Parliament and the Royal Speech – What 
should be the expectation of rakyat?, 8 September 2021

12. Survey Presentation & Panel Discussion - Nadi Melayu 2021 , 9 December 2021

Interviews and Podcasts Engagement 

1. Unpacking the jargon behind ‘national unity’, BFM, 9 March 2021 
2. Why Debate and Oversight are Important for Government Spending, BFM, 2 April 2021
3. Why Did Hishammuddin’s ‘China/Big Brother’ Comment Cause So Much Controversy?, BFM, 7 

April 2021
4. ASTRO Tonight Interview: M’sia needs to ramp up spending, not slow it down, Astro AWANI ,15 

April 2021 
5. Why are so many Malaysian Fresh Grads Unemployed & Underpaid?, BFM, 21 April 2021
6. Astro AWANI: Segerakan proses vakinasi, Astro AWANI, 31 May 2021  
7. Will PEMERKASA+ Keep The Economy Afloat?, BFM, 1 June 2021 
8. Consider This: China-Malaysia – Economic Ties, Diplomatic Constraints? , Astro AWANI, 03 June 

2021  
9. Niaga AWANI: Pemerkasa PLUS | Adakah wujud keperluan untuk meningkatkan hutang 

kerajaan?, Astro AWANI, 03 June 2021 
10. Ibrahim Sani’s Notepad: Pemerkasa+ Impact?, Astro AWANI, 8 June 2021 
11. Malaysia’s King to meet political leaders amid growing dissatisfaction over COVID-19 response, 

CNA, 10 June 2021
12. Lack of information causes COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy among some rural residents in Malaysia, 

CNA, 10 June 2021
13. Consider This: COVID-19 – Path to recovery, Astro AWANI, 16 June 2021 
14. National Recovery Plan: Adequate or Unimpressive?, BFM, 17 June 2021  
15. Sidang Parlimen | Tangguh Parlimen seperti bom jangka buat kerajaan, Astro AWANI, 23 June 

2021
16. AWANI Tonight | How effective are nationwide lockdowns?, Astro AWANI, 5 July 2021 
17. Why #BenderaHitam Matters ? , BFM, 6 July 2021 
18. We Have a New PM!, Bicara Minggu Ini (BMI), 6 July  2021 
19. Politik | Kerajaan dan pembangkang perlu cari jalan tengah, Astro AWANI, 13 July 2021 
20. Years of NEP: The Good, The Bad and The Future, BFM , 15 July 2021 
21. Sidang Khas Parlimen | Kerajaan perlu lebih terbuka, Astro AWANI, 25 July 2021 
22. Ibrahim Sani’s Notepad: Day One Special Parliamentary Sitting, Astro AWANI, 27 July 2021 
23. Ibrahim Sani’s Notepad: What’s Next From A Parliamentary Impassed, Astro AWANI,  3 August 

2021 
24. Pushing For Change Despite The Barriers, BFM, 6 August 2021 
25. Politik di Malaysia kini tidak lagi berpaksi persaingan dua parti, Astro AWANI, 17 August 

2021 
26. AWANI Tonight – Can curbing PM’s powers be the key to break political deadlock?, Astro AWANI, 

17 August 2021 
27. Ibrahim Sani’s Notepad: Day-2 Caretaker Government,  Astro AWANI, 18 August 2021 
28. Ismail Sabri Front Runner as Next PM? Unity Government? What Next?, BFM, 20 August 

2021 
29. Majoriti masih tipis, PM perlu ketepikan ego elak perkara sama berulang – REFSA, Astro AWANI , 

21 August 2021 
30. Buletin Awani – PM perlu perjelas kerangka kerjasama dwipartisan, Astro AWANI, 24 August 

2021 
31. What to expect from the new PM, Bicara Minggu Ini (BMI), 25 August 2021
32. Sultan Perak | Ahli politik perlu amalkan politik matang, Astro AWANI, 26 August 2021 
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33. Kabinet yang akan datang perlu memenuhi harapan anak muda, Astro AWANI, 27 August 
2021 

34. Dawn of a New Political Era? , BFM, 31 August 2021 
35. KBS perlu laksana dasar ekonomi belia, tangani pengangguran, Astro AWANI, 31 August 
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